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Abstract: A roadway’s capacity to drain itself is of utmost importance for the safety and comfort of
its users. Standing water and any amount of channelized flow on roadways create nuisances to the
users, and the extent of encroachment into the lanes and the water-film thickness over the lanes are
crucial for motorists with relatively high speed. Guidelines cover a wide range of subjects from size
and type of inlets, which capture the channelized flow for conveyance into enclosed drains, to the
decision for slope orientation, but the guidelines seem to lack in checking the depth of channelized
flow. HEC-22 (the urban drainage design manual of US Department of Transportation) endorses
limiting the flow depths to curb height (as if the concern is no longer the roadway users) and fixes
the criterion for the inlet spacing (restricted to 90 to 150 m) to maximum allowable flow spreads. This
study analyzed the maximum allowable inlet spacing via setting three criteria: fixed maximums to
flow depth, spread for the channel flow, and to over-lane water-film thickness. The impact of slope
orientation on inlet spacing is tested along with some other factors for roadways of two types (local
and highway). The results were graphed for various uniform slope orientations under a wide range
of rainfall intensities for the determined inlet spacing values. This was performed by combining a
kinematic wave equation solution to dismiss the conditions that lead to hydroplaning depths when
using the Rational Method and Manning’s equation to obtain water depths and inlet spacings for an
inlet of full capture capacity. It is found that the allowable spacing values do not constitute any major
restrictions in highway setting (3 m shoulder) in terms of recommended spacing. In the local setting,
however, with a maximum spread of 1.8 m, maximum allowable inlet spacing becomes a limitation
in many orientations, and slope optimization under such conditions becomes crucial at times when
providing the same spacing for two orientations.

Keywords: roadway drainage; inlet spacing; gutter flow

1. Introduction

The ability of a roadway to drain itself is one of the main characteristics looked for [1].
It is essential for the safety and comfort of the users, including bicyclists, pedestrians,
parents with strollers, the disabled (with mobility impairment), and motorists. Ponded
water and gutter flow, regardless of its magnitude, create nuisances to all users. While
each user type requires different accommodations, past studies may be divided into two
broad categories: from the perspective of pedestrians [2–4] and that of vehicles. With the
latter, a significant volume of literature focuses on vehicles exposed to flooding, whether
the vehicle is in transit or stationary [5–9]. When a new roadway is being built or renewal
works are underway, however, the primary design concern should be preventing flooding
altogether. Under this frame, updated challenges for vehicles are posed by the water-
film thickness over the lanes and the encroachment of gutter flow into the lanes. The
channelized flow is also a great concern to the other road users (and its prevention depends
not only on inlet capacity but on inlet spacing). Thus, based on differences in environmental
conditions and local cultures and practices, regions from different countries, states, and
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even cities publish different guidelines for optimal design to minimize the unwanted water
to protect the safety of all users, pavement, and facilities. The guidelines cover the details
regarding the inlet design (which traditionally links the surface flow to underground sewer
system) to (in)adequate roadway design. Recent modifications also include planning for
climate change to increase preparedness for the changes, which, along with continuing
urbanization, creates new challenges. Walsh [10], for example, promotes designing with a
20% increase for winter rainfall to compensate for the excesses in the UK, and Michalek
et al. [11] suggest incorporating larger downspouts into grate inlets in bridge decks to
prevent hydroplaning risks due to climate change. Conversely, planning for extreme
situations or under stringent criteria in general adds to the cost or compromises the comfort
that may be unnecessary. Thus, continuously evolving standards for proper planning and
practice are needed.

Roadway drainage requires considering over-lane drainage, gutter flow, and inlet
capacity (Brown et al. [12], also known as HEC-22 and now referred to as such). Hydroplan-
ing, among other factors, is of primary concern in which skid resistance between the tire and
the pavement drops to zero, and the vehicle loses control. For the most part, the solution
entails rearranging roadway geometries for hydroplaning prevention. Gallaway et al. [13]
and Ross and Russam [14] conducted experimental analyses to determine the water depths
(i.e., film thicknesses) that cause hydroplaning, performed under various parameters for
surface flow. Wolff [15] and Ressel et al. [16] did this numerically, which is phenomenal
for the existing roads. Cavdar and Uyumaz [17] conducted cross-slope–rainfall-intensity
analysis to determine optimal transverse slopes for avoiding hydroplaning, but without
any consideration of the gutter flow. These studies were all concerned with the over-lane
water-film thicknesses, which are central to the safety of moving vehicles, but the second
concern is limiting the channelized flow to reduce the nuisances to all users. AASHTO
recommends that off-the-lane distances remain constant, to give the driver a sense of con-
sistency and security with changing terrains. Spaliviero et al. [18] specifically highlight the
importance of addressing the changes in longitudinal slope to account for the capacity of
the channel flow. Thus, without making drastic changes to the width of off-lane distances,
the designer should consider the changes to the geometry. Much literature focuses on
limiting the flow spread from the curb [1,12] for a range of cross-slope values; this leads
to various flow depths as a result of an altered cross-section, but the standards seem to
fail in providing guidance on gutter flow depth limitations. HEC-22′s limit to gutter flow
depths is curb height (seemingly prioritizing nearby assets over road users) and maximum
flow spread sets the limit for the maximum allowable inlet spacing. Wong and Moh [19]
analyzes spacing (dismissing hydroplaning), also using fixed spread for the inlets used in
Singapore. Gomez et al. [20], however, limit the maximum flow depth at the curb to 3 cm,
stating that it is the “sole thickness of a normal shoe”; the 3 cm limit is also what Moftakhari
et al. [21] set as the start of nuisances that are considered to disrupt daily routines. HEC-22,
the urban drainage design manual of US Department of Transportation, provides guidance
for locating inlets, starting from the ones that must be prioritized based on geometric
control (e.g., at sags and pedestrian crosswalks). Wong [22] proposes a kinematic wave
solution to calculate the time of concentration for the gutter flow. Using the solution, Wong
obtains the rainfall intensity to find the amount of flow due to rainfall and then determines
inlet spacing for a commonly used Singapore inlet. Wong and Moh [19], using the results
of Wong [22], analyze the effect of allowable flow spreads on the inlet spacing; they find
an exponential relationship for which an increase in the spread results in an exponential
increase in the inlet spacing. The concentration time models were then tested against
experimental data in Wong [23] and found to be applicable; however, these studies consider
flow direction normal to the curb face, despite nonzero road grades. While distributed
models may be of interest, due to the uniformity of the road surface and relatively small
size of basins, it is also accepted that a lumped model should work.

Most roadway drainage models focus on inlet capacity [24–31] but few give precedence
to inlet spacing. However, this may limit the comfort that the users acquire. In this study,
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we obtained the maximum allowable inlet spacing values based on gutter flow depth
restrictions for roadway configurations free from hydroplaning risks (with the goal to
raise the standards for multiple user types). The conventional maximum spread criteria
were still in place as a secondary concern. The results are presented for various roadway
slopes, widths, and a range of rainfall intensities. We test the impact of slope orientation
in inlet spacing; we speculate whether slope orientation governs the inlet spacing or
if other factors rule. In general, the standards vary with the purpose of roadway, so
the analyses were performed using two groups and the results were analyzed for slope
variations in both groups. Those are for high-volume–high-speed roads with no tolerance
to flow accumulation or high water-film thicknesses and for low-speed–high-pedestrian
and bicyclist volume roads that also require lower flow depths, though encroachment
into the lanes could be tolerated to some extent. We then determine the inlet spacing for
conditions that fit best for the given geometrics (especially cross slopes) and environmental
conditions. Hydroplaning-safe configurations were determined as a first step using Cavdar
and Uyumaz [17]’s over-lane flow depth solution as a mandatory step; configurations that
pass this were used to determine fully capturing inlet spacings with the Rational Method
and Manning’s equation combined.

2. Obtaining Maximum Inlet Spacing (Methods)

For any road, its design is important to avoid hydroplaning by preventing high flow
depths (i.e., water-film thicknesses). For roads with a curb, spread and the depth of channel
flow adjacent to the curb are also indispensable, and those are the main criteria that mandate
inlet spacing for the removal of flow. The channel flow depth is critical on high speed
roads and on roads of pedestrian use, as in both cases there are different causes for security
concern. Table 1 shows the models combined in obtaining the maximum inlet spacing
under the conditions specified in the tables that follow.

Table 1. Models used.

Model Reason for Use

Cavdar and Uyumaz [17] Computing over-lane flow depth for obtaining
hydroplaning free designs

Izzard—modified Manning [32]
Obtaining maximum possible channel flow
that runs adjacent to the curb and marks the

place of an inlet for removal

Rational Method [33] With flow from Izzard (1946), finding the
maximum permissible inlet spacing

2.1. Obtaining Proper Configurations

Before considering inlet spacing, the designer must first check whether the over-lane
flow depth—usually the depth at the edge of the lane closest to the curb—is low enough to
provide hydroplaning-free conditions to the users. There are several methods to calculate
the over-lane flow depth, and in this study, the kinematic wave equation method that
Cavdar and Uyumaz [17] propose was used:

zr = KT(Inb)0.6
(

Sx
2 + SL

2

Sx4

)0.15

(1)

where KT is a coefficient equal to 6.92 or 0.933, units in SI or US; I is the rainfall intensity
(source term), mm h−1 or in. h−1; n is Manning’s roughness coefficient for sheet flow
(Table 2); b is the distance perpendicular to the curb from the end of gutter or shoulder
to the highest point contributing to the pavement flow, m (ft.) (Figure 1), and Sx and
SL are the cross slope and longitudinal slope, respectively. The over-lane flow depth zr
(Figure 1) should be kept within 4 mm for hydroplaning-free roadway design, based on
Gallaway [13]’s recommendation [17]. Flow depth in Equation (1) is obtained as a product
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of rainfall intensity and time of concentration, and it was verified based on how well the
time of concentration compares to experimental values—the details are in Cavdar and
Uyumaz [17].

Table 2. Manning’s roughness coefficient (n) for overland sheet flow (for lanes), and channels
(Equation (2)) after HEC-22.

Surface Description n

Smooth asphalt 0.011
Smooth concrete 0.012

Ordinary concrete lining 0.013
Pavement/gutter sections 0.012–0.026 (Manning in open channel, only)
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Figure 1. Roadway section with hydroplaning depth and inlet spacing shown.

2.2. Determining Channel Flow (Flow Depth)

In determining inlet spacing, there are two factors involved in this study: maxi-
mum spread and maximum flow depth that can be tolerated. In either case, Manning’s
equation [34] links these to flow amounts; however, the presence of cross slope in roads
necessitates a modification to Manning’s equation, which is remodeled by Izzard [32] as:

Q =
3KM

8
SL

0.5

nSx
z8/3 (2)

where KM is a unit conversion factor defined as KM = 1.0 m1/3 s−1 or 1.486 ft.1/3 s−1; Q
is in m3 s−1 or ft.3 s−1; z is flow depth for a uniform cross-section in m or ft. for SI or US,
respectively, and could be written in terms of spread for the most part; SL is on-road; and
Sx is the cross slope, n is Manning’s coefficient for channel flow (Table 2). The maximum
value z can take is determined based on two factors: either it is limited by the maximum
flow spread or by the flow depth itself, as those two form the two legs of a right triangle
and either could place the restriction first. Now that the maximum flow that may be held is
determined, the maximum possible inlet spacing can be obtained.

2.3. Determining Inlet Spacing

The Rational Method (which states the amount of flow equals the product of rainfall
intensity and the impervious surface area) is proper for use in roadways with small catch-
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ment areas. Thus, it is used here to obtain the relationship between the flow amount and
the inlet spacing. The equation states [33]:

Q = CIA/KR (3)

where Q is the peak runoff rate in cms or cfs at a given point; C is a runoff coefficient
(Table 3); I is the rainfall intensity, in mm h−1 or in. h−1; A is the drainage area that
drains to the location of interest (i.e., inlet opening), in m2 or ft.2; and KR, the conversion
factor, is 36 × 105 or 43,200. All units are for SI or US, respectively. As evident from KR,
while the expression is dimensionally homogeneous, the product IA is not in the standard
unit system, so KR is needed. Brown et al. [12] documents C values used in Equation (3)
(Table 3). Cristina and Sansalone [35] report C for high intensity storms fall in the range 0.6
to 0.9 and for low intensity storms 0.2 to 0.4, abstraction attributed to the traffic.

Table 3. Runoff coefficients for the Rational Formula [12].

Type of Drainage Area Runoff Coefficient, C 1

Asphaltic Street 0.70–0.95
Concrete Street 0.80–0.95

1 Higher values are appropriate for steeper slopes.

The design rainfall intensity I in Equation (3) is determined based on rainfall duration
equal to time of concentration tc and the design frequency to obtain the rational solution.
The time required for rainfall landing on the farthest point of the drainage area to reach
to the point of interest is tc, which is the inlet-opening lip; it is used as the design storm
duration for calculating peak stormwater runoff rate. Common practice, especially in the
US and in Australia, is to use the rainfall for 10-year frequency and 5 min duration from
the intensity–duration–frequency curve.

The A in Equation (3) is essentially equal to the projection of the road section under
investigation, for that is the area from which rain falls (Figure 1 top section). For a unit
section, as shown in Figure 1, which (for our convenience of terms) has the unit width of
pavement and unit length of continuous gutter, the area becomes (bx1 + Wx1). Thus, the
flow per unit width becomes:

QG = QR + QW = CI(bx1 + Wx1)/KR ⇒ q = CI(b + W)/KR (4)

for a given section, QR is the amount of over-lane flow (Figure 2), QW is the amount of over-
gutter flow (what falls directly over the gutter) (Figure 2), and QG is the total precipitation
that falls within the centerline of the road and the curb-line. In this work, full interception
of incoming flow by the inlet is considered with a single source term, precipitation; thus:
QG = QR + QW . The runoff coefficient C and the length of the pavement area, y = b + W
(where b is the length of pavement and W is the length of the gutter or shoulder) are
generally known for a given roadway.

Flow at the inlet opening is obtained by multiplying q with the inlet spacing, and as
long as the inlet spacing is kept the same (unit width), the area remains the same for a
roadway of fixed b and W, regardless of the value of SL. Flow obtained by multiplying q in
Equation (4) by the inlet spacing gives the same flow as in Equation (2). If one equates the
two and solves for the inlet spacing x:

x = K
SL

0.5

nSx

z8/3

CI(b + W)
(5)

is obtained, where x is in m or ft.; K, which is 3/8KMKR, is 135 × 104 m1/3 s−1 or
24,073.2 ft.1/3 s−1; SL and Sx are the on-road and cross slopes, respectively; n is Man-
ning’s coefficient (Table 2); z is the flow depth at the gutter in m or ft.; C is the runoff
coefficient (Table 3); I is the rainfall intensity in mm h−1 or in. h−1; and b + W is the
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distance from the roadway centerline to the curb face in m or ft. All units are for SI or US,
respectively.
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2.3.1. Analysis of z in Equation (5)

Two potentially unknown parameters are in Equation (5): inlet spacing x and flow
depth at the curb z. The focus here is to obtain inlet spacing with its maximum allowable
values, and if x poses the maximum possible inlet spacing, it is safe to assume that z also
takes its maximum values. Considering over-lane flow depths stay within an acceptable
range (because otherwise the design should be reconsidered), there are two scenarios for
determining flow depth. Either it must be restricted by maximum spread criteria, the
intruding flow into the lanes, or by maximum allowable depths at the curb. Contribution of
the over-lane flow depth to the overall depth at the curb could be neglected as their orders
of magnitude differ. Based on this and the uniform transverse slope assumption, potential
water depth at the curb face for a uniformly sloped surface becomes:

z = TmaxSx (6)

where z is in m or ft., Tmax is maximum allowable flow spread in m or ft. (taken equal to W
here to prevent intrusion into the lanes), and Sx is cross slope. Any z value calculated using
Equation (6) that is equal to or less than zmax is valid for use in Equation (5). However,
if z > zmax, then z in Equation (5) must be replaced with zmax and Equation (6) should
be disregarded, as in no case should the depth overtop the set criteria. Again, as long
as zr < 4 mm (Equation (1)), and z = TmaxSx ≤ zmax (Equation (6)), inlet spacing in
Equation (5) is solved using the z value in Equation (6), but if z = TmaxSx > zmax, then
Equation (5) is solved for z = zmax. Now being left with a single unknown x, Equation (5)
can be solved for inlet spacing.
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2.3.2. Inlets and Their Individual Spacing

Aranda et al. [36] mentions that Spanish guidelines call for dividing the roadway
into small catchments to allow for working with flow from individual inlets; using this
approach, spacings may be rearranged. In a roadway, if the on-grade slope is zero, SL = 0,
then equally spaced inlets will receive the same amount of rainfall because their drainage
areas are equal (Equation (3)). That is unlike SL 6= 0 for which only the first and last
inlet spacings needs modification, while the inlets placed between the two continue to
receive equal flow (under the assumption that the slopes are uniform throughout and no
cross-slope interruptions or irregularities exist). Lack of respacing the first and the last
inlets leads to excess of resources (first inlet) and to potential dangers to the road users
and the structure via deterioration (last inlet). Respacing is then inevitable in order to keep
the inlet design the same while avoiding the disadvantages of fixed spacing. If an area is
defined with a right triangle of legs b + W and x1, as shown in Figures 1 and 2, then that
area is subtracted from the first inlet and added to the last (in sump). How large the area
becomes is determined by the angle that the roadway centerline forms with the resultant
vector of cross slope and longitudinal slope Sx and SL, respectively (Figure 2):

α = sin−1
(

Sx/
√

Sx2 + SL2
)

(7)

where
√

Sx2 + SL2 is the resultant slope. To equate the two inlets in flow means equaling
them in area, so the first and the last inlets must have different spacing. It is straightforward
from the geometry that:

x1 = (b + W)/ tan α (8)

where b and W are defined as shown in Figure 1. For the first inlet:

xfirst = x + 0.5x1 (9)

The spacing between the last inlet at the sump and the one upstream:

xlast ≤ x− 0.5x1 (10)

It is always safer to design inlets larger for the one placed at the sump or placed in
close proximity to each other, so spacing could be shorter than provided above.

2.4. Conditions Tested

Curbs are raised elements that help traffic control and roadway drainage; here, a
vertical curb design is considered. Using the posted solutions, inlet spacing x was obtained
under the conditions listed in Tables 4 and 5. Since most roads have an average roughness
of 0.016 and runoff coefficient of around 0.95, these were employed here along with a
0.011 roughness value for the sheet flow. Lane width impacts the comfort of driving, to
an extent prevents accidents, and lessens wheel concentration; thus, especially for high
speed roads wider widths are preferred [1], and the maximum common value of 3.6 m is
taken here. Shoulders are the part of the roadway flush with the lanes and are needed on
highways both in rural and in urban areas, serving for refuge in case of emergencies, for
bicyclists’ use, for avoiding potential vehicle collisions, for reducing effects of precipitation
(snow storage in winters and flow redirection in other seasons), for structural support,
and most importantly—to our purpose—for collecting stormwater away from the traveled
lane, which not only protects the road users but the road’s longevity as well. To keep
costs low, the shoulder can be kept narrower than the lane width. The Green Book [1]
suggests median shoulders to be sloped away from the traveled lane to avoid melting
winter snow, for preventing freezing. In local roadways, due to right-of-way issues, they
are problematic. Under given road conditions, various rainfall intensities and four different
roadway widths were used. A range of practical slopes were also tested, which provides
insight into sufficient cross slope needed. In case of different considerations, the design
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code included below can be easily implemented to obtain the inlet spacing for adequate
pavement drainage.

Table 4. Assumptions considered.

Property Tested Conditions

Roadway roughness, channel flow, n 0.016

Roadway roughness, sheet flow, n 0.011 (Equation (1))
Runoff coefficient, C 0.95

Lane width (m) 3.6
Shoulder width (m) 3 (highway)|0 (local)

Tmax Shoulder width (highway)|1/2 lane width (local)
Maximum channel flow depth 10 cm (alternatively 3 cm)

Hydroplaning limit 4 mm (alternatively 2 mm)

Table 5. Conditions used for calculating inlet spacing.

Property Tested Conditions

Rainfall intensity (mm/h) 25–300

Number of lanes on the road 1, 2, 3, 4
Cross slope (%) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, (and 7)

Along-road slope (%) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Rainfall intensities may reach beyond 300 mm h−1 for a 25-year return period, while
the 10-year return period is selected for this study. For the along-road slope, Westlake [37]
recommends in the Institute of Civil Engineers (ICE) publication the range 0.5% minimum
and 4% maximum for divided highways (dual carriageway, as referred in British English)
and 6% maximum for undivided, but since topography governs these values, up to 10% is
considered in this study.

3. Results

Figures 3–8 represent maximum allowable inlet spacings for different roadway widths
in each subplot: one-, two-, three-, and four-lanes, based on various road designs and
environmental factors. In the figures below, the range of longitudinal and cross slopes, SL
and Sx, are shown in the dual X-axes placed below and above the plot area, respectively.
Note that Sx values at the top axis does not constitute an increasing reference line, but
rather it shows fixed intervals with slopes up to 6%. Each Sx value was combined with
SL values up to 10%, and their outputs for various intensities forms each section within
the subplots. The analyses were conducted for four different lane numbers, from one lane
up to four, which is the reason for the four subplots within each of the Figures 3–8. The
change in colors in the figures shows the change in rainfall intensity I. The lines that cut
short or disappear altogether despite showing in the legend attest to the topping of the
4 mm maximum depth criterion for the over-lane flow (except in Figure 8, in which it is for
2 mm). Recall that only the configurations that are free from hydroplaning were considered
and the others dismissed because they are unsafe for vehicles. Note that in Figures 3–8,
once the trend was clear, in order to make certain profiles more visible, a limit was placed
on the maximum allowable inlet spacings: in the one-lane case in Figure 3, for example, the
plot is cut beyond 6000 m along the Y-axis.
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For a single-lane pavement, as high as 293 mm h-1 intensity works for all configurations
tested, in terms of maintaining the over-lane flow depth within safety limits. When the lane
number doubles, the intensity halves; when it triples, the intensity falls to a third (Figure 7).
This is consistent for a 3 m shoulder, and Table 6 shows the corresponding over-lane flow
depths for four-lane pavement with the rainfall intensities from the figures, based on the
analyses in this study.

Table 6. Water depths (mm) for a 4-lane road with 1% cross slope and a wide range of along-road
slope and rainfall intensities. Shoulder: 3 m.

Rainfall Intensity, I
(mm/h)

Longitudinal Slope, SL (%)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

25 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.1
50 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2
75 2.2 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.5 3.6 3.8 3.9 4.1
100 2.7 3.1 3.4 3.7 3.9 4.1 4.3 4.5 4.7 4.8
125 3.1 3.5 3.9 4.2 4.5 4.7 5.0 5.2 5.3 5.5
150 3.4 3.9 4.3 4.7 5.0 5.3 5.5 5.7 6.0 6.1
200 3.7 4.3 4.8 5.2 5.5 5.8 6.1 6.3 6.5 6.7
250 4.1 4.6 5.2 5.6 6.0 6.3 6.6 6.8 7.1 7.3
300 4.3 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.4 6.7 7.0 7.3 7.6 7.8
350 4.6 5.3 5.9 6.4 6.8 7.2 7.5 7.8 8.1 8.3
400 4.9 5.6 6.2 6.8 7.2 7.6 7.9 8.3 8.6 8.8
450 5.2 5.9 6.6 7.1 7.6 8.0 8.4 8.7 9.0 9.3
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With zero offset and a maximum spread of half the lane from the curb (as in local
roads), the spacing limits are pushed farther with the increasing on-grade and cross slopes
(Figure 3). Under the given conditions, spacing of kilometers seems applicable for various
configurations. For large intensities and lower slopes, however, the hydroplaning limit
begins and starts to eliminate certain configurations.

Figure 4 captures the orientations that result in shorter inlet spacings in a more visible
manner. The cross-slope values range from 2 to 7 percent, as shown in Figure 4, revealing
the increase in maximum spacing values with increase in cross slope slows at 6% and starts
to drop at 7%, indicating that the turning point is between 5 and 6%.
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The results with 3 cm flow depth restriction are provided in Figure 5. Limiting
maximum channelized flow depth to 3 cm produces spacings that are much smaller than
those shown in the previous figures, showing how the channel flow governs spacing. For
three- and four-lane roadways, higher cross-slope values are needed to avoid hydroplaning
risks in higher on-grade slope terrains; however, quite oddly, increasing cross-slope values
forces the design of shorter inlet spacings.

With an addition of 3 m shoulder offset and zero encroachment onto the lanes from
the channel flow, the trend observed in Figure 3 is observed in Figure 6, however, only up
to 3% cross slope; from there on, inlet spacing needs to be cut back.

The zoomed-in version for the shouldered case is provided in Figure 7. When com-
pared to the zero shoulder in Figure 4, hydroplaning becomes increasingly pressing, as the
hydroplaning limits are checked at a half lane beyond what is shown in Figure 4.

Some guidelines consider 2 mm to be the better option for preventing hydroplaning. Thus,
presented in Figure 8 are the outputs with a 2 mm limit to over-lane flow depth. For three- and
four-lane cases, 2 mm restricts most configurations for intensities above 100 mm h−1.
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Usually, inlet spacing increases with increasing SL while it disappears entirely for
certain cases, especially at the higher values. Cross slope Sx increase, on the other hand,
seemingly increases the inlet spacing up to 3%, beyond which the opposite trend takes
place with a 3 m shoulder.

Despite lower water-film thicknesses on road surface for higher cross slopes (below
4 mm), 3% marks the maximum inlet spacing possible under the conditions considered
(Figures 6 and 8).

Figure 9 shows that the lower cross slopes reach the hydroplaning depths for lower
rainfall intensities; that the maximum spacings are obtained with a 3% cross slope and
shows the difference between Sx = 3% and Sx = 4%, and how the design configurations
are limited with the flow depth on road surface when a 4 mm threshold is reached. This
figure was produced for 3% longitudinal slope, which is what Westlake [37] recommends
in the ICE publication for ideal design.
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4. Discussion

We obtained the maximum allowable inlet spacings for roadways of various purposes
under different slope orientations and found that increasing longitudinal slopes increase
maximum allowable spacing as a general trend, as shown in Figures 3–8. For the cross-slope
variations, however, the relationship is not as clear at first sight and varies depending on
the flow-depth criteria. While one sees increasing spacing in Figure 3 with increasing cross
slope, the trend changes in Figure 4 as the slope increases, and Figure 5 shows the opposite
of Figure 3. Figures 6 and 8 also produce results similar to Figure 4 in that maximum
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spacing increases first and then starts decreasing with increase in cross slope, and Figure 9
shows (in blue) neither extremum results nor maximum spacing, in line with the former
figures. When one examines Equation (5), an inverse correlation is captured between the
spacing and cross slope, but this is not reflected in the figures except in Figure 5. To clarify
what first seems as a contradiction, Equation (6) should be considered. When Equation (6)
is placed in Equation (5), spacing changes with S5/3

x instead of S−1
x . However, this still does

not explain why the trend changes direction with increasing cross slopes. It is clear from
Equation (6) that cross slope multiplied by the maximum allowable spread produces the
depth value, and in this study we set the general criterion to be 10 cm for the maximum
flow depth, and when Sx > zmax/Tmax, flow depth is replaced by zmax per the criterion.
In such a case (i.e., when Sx > zmax/Tmax), spacing changes with S−1

x in Equation (6), as
the depth is constant and is not a function of cross slope. Figure 5, in which flow depth
is limited to 3 cm (as opposed to 10 cm otherwise), clearly depicts the decreasing spacing
trend (with increasing cross slope). Flow depth is limited to 3 cm with a half-lane maximum
spread (180 cm); that limit is reached for an Sx value below 2%. Thus, the depth is kept
constant for Sx values 2% and above (to 7% in Figure 5). Figure 6 shows that as 10 cm is
reached at 3.33% for a highway setting with a 3 m shoulder, the increasing spacing trend
plateaus around 3 and 4% cross slope and starts decreasing from there on. For the half-lane
spread criteria (and 10 cm flow depth), 5.55% cross slope is the turning point beyond which
the inverse relationship begins. Thus, to address cross-slope impact on spacing, one needs
to be aware of the constraints for design; if designing for a fixed spread with no regard
to flow depth, then spacing increases with increasing cross slopes (as it does up to 3% in
Figure 6), but if flow depth becomes a limitation, then an inverse correlation governs the
case (as it does beyond 3% in Figure 6). The results also show that while higher longitudinal
slopes enable wider spacing of inlets, depending on the roadway width and cross-slope
values, the design may collapse altogether due to hydroplaning risks, leaving no reason to
analyze the spacing.

Izzard [38] mentions inlet capacity controlling the inlet spacing along with gutter
capacity; while this study looks into the impact slope orientation has on inlet spacing,
it does not consider the impact of inlet capacity. This is because different regions have
different practices for inlet designs, and considering a specific inlet type and design prevents
obtaining a larger view of the other controls on inlet spacing and its maximum allowable
values. While, for example, most regions in the United States practice curb-opening inlets,
grate inlets are practiced in Turkey—the authors are yet to see any application of curb-
opening inlets in Turkey despite producing some of the earliest studies on curb-opening
inlet capacity [39]. Moreover, multiple designs exist within each inlet type: whether a curb
opening inlet is depressed or recessed or undepressed when compared to the roadway
line and curb line, which alters the capture capacity immensely. Considering different
type of inlets also results in different clogging patterns—from tree leaves to plastic bags
to wheels of parked vehicles—beyond any sediment. Additionally, recent studies aim for
larger structures [40], as placing fewer inlets may be more cost-effective, and thus, for
some geometries, inlet capacity may not be a limiting factor. The purpose here was to
comprehend the impact of slope orientation on the spacing, and the link between these
results and inlet capacity is lacking, but this could easily be determined with the known
inlet capacities for each region. In addition, untested is how increasing the cross slope
gradually from the crown line could impact the results, which is not favorable for highways
but could be applied to local roads, which might help optimize designing wider roads
without considering hydroplaning, to an extent.

Cavdar and Uyumaz [17] focus only on water-film thicknesses over the lanes; in
contrast, here the focus is on inlet spacing under constrained gutter flow depths. Based
on Gallaway et al. [13], limiting water-film thickness to 4 mm is reasonable to prevent
hydroplaning risks. HEC-22, however, states that at 89 km h−1, hydroplaning occurs at
2 mm thickness. The drastic change between the 2 and 4 mm is obvious when looking at
Figures 6 and 8, for a highway setting, which creates less tolerance to hydroplaning due to
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high speeds. If it is desired to keep the cross slope at or below 4% (as advised by HEC-22,
pp. 4-4 and 4-5), designing for multilane highways appears unpromising at environments
with above 100 mm h−1 rainfall. This sets a real challenge at steeper terrains.

HEC-22 recommends inlet spacing to be between 90 and 150 m. The results show,
in certain cases, that spacings can reach kilometers, especially under low precipitation
conditions. However, the interest in this study is on the limited conditions. Looking
at Figure 7 (and knowing a cross slope of 1% is in fact unreasonably low and 1.5% is
recommended as a practical minimum), apart from a few exceptions with low grades in
three- and four-lane roadways, the allowable spacing values do not constitute any major
restrictions in a highway setting (3 m shoulder) in terms of recommended spacing. In the
local setting, however, with a maximum spread of 1.8 m, maximum allowable inlet spacing
becomes a limitation in many orientations (Figure 4) and slope optimization becomes
crucial. If the maximum flow depth is limited to 3 cm, then the limitations are inescapable
and become a major restriction to spacing consideration (Figure 5), which is consistent with
the conclusion of Wong and Moh [19], who found exponential increase in inlet spacing with
increasing maximum spacing. (This means decreasing maximum flow depths (as Gomez
et al. [20] suggest) or the spread results in drastic variations).

Our results show that some orientations have no practical inlet spacing limitations
when investigated under controlled flow depths. Other orientations, however, limit the
maximum allowable spacing and thus increase the possible cost as a result of increased inlet
number. This, however, is a statement from a limited traditional perspective of stormwater
management unfounded in sustainable stormwater management and green infrastructure
practices. Rapid removal of flow is no longer considered a best management practice, and
current studies focus on ways to estimate the capture capacity of smaller inlets as a better
practice [41,42]. Thus, from a multidisciplinary approach, the limited spacing may still be
cost-effective and justifiable.

While we limited the flow depth to 3 cm, Martínez-Gomariz et al. [3] use a limiting
criterion of flow depth x velocity (v · y) in determining pedestrian stability and find that
the conventional criterion of 0.5 m2 s−1 is too high and should be updated to 0.22 m2 s−1

for floods. Based on this criterion, any flow depth greater than 15 cm creates hazardous
risks to pedestrians [3], and this corresponds with the HEC-22′s curb height restriction to
flow depth; however, no user should face hazardous situations and preferable nuisances
should be limited. Floods must be prevented via logical measures in terms of the location
and frequency of inlets to remove surface flow timely and without accumulation. Similar
analyses conducted for pedestrians are also performed for vehicles. Although there are
a great number of studies that consider buoyancy for the vehicles’ wash during a flood
event, and vehicles turning into debris, we aim for functioning roadways and the criteria to
prevent such instabilities and floods. Russo et al. [43] state inlet spacing criteria are not clear
in the urban drainage context, and this is also important in terms of overall accumulation
of flow in roadways.

5. Conclusions

We found that higher grades promote larger inlet spacing, so its effect is obvious;
however, over-lane flow depths reaching hydroplaning limits are the constraint in terms of
roadway hydraulics. For cross-slope orientation, however, maximum inlet spacings are
obtained at zmax/Tmax, and anything below and above that limit lowers the maximum
spacing. Inlet spacing is an important criteria cost-wise, and in this paper, the goal was to
demonstrate the impact of slope orientation on spacing.

The results show that while steep cross-slope values may be preferred to minimize
ponding and confine the channel flow at bay within very small spreads, especially in
regions of low longitudinal slopes (AASHTO), increased cross slopes also lead to rise in
flow depths and thus limits the spacing. Plus, cross slopes may only be increased beyond
certain values in warm climates because frost creates additional problems such as the
tendency to drift toward the lower edge. AASHTO also recommends reasonable high cross
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slopes to prevent encroachment in curbed roads, as the flow travels within the roadway
and not in gutter channels.

Based on the maximum allowable inlet lengths, we showed fragile roadway orienta-
tions that require extra care. Future work could be to analyze flows that correspond to such
orientations and determine corresponding inlet capacity in the local setting.
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